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DATA HIGHLIGHTS

TOTAL DEATHS

1545
TOTAL INJURED

12860
TOTAL LIVESTOCK

943,909

*This data is for all of pakistan

CASUALTIES DAMAGES

FLOOD RELIEF ASSISTANCE THROUGH BENAZIR INCOM SUPPORT PROGRAM
TOTAL BENEFICIARIES

TOTAL CASH (PLANNED)
1,135,660

28.3BILLION
DISBURSEMENT COMPLETED

25BILLION
(1,003,536 BENEFICIARIES)
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SINDH
CASUALTIES DAMAGES

DEATHS

678
INJURED

8412

HOUSE FULLY DESTROYED
683,890

HOUSE PARTIALLY DESTROYED
997,641

LIVESTOCK

208,569

CROP AREA AFFECTED
3,557,711

ROADS
8431 KM

BALOCHISTAN
CASUALTIES DAMAGES

HOUSE FULLY DESTROYED
65000

HOUSE PARTIALLY DESTROYED
125000

CROP AREA AFFECTED
0.9 MN ACRES

ROADS
8431 KM

DEATHS

299
INJURED

181
LIVESTOCK

500,000
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KPK
CASUALTIES DAMAGES

HOUSE FULLY
DESTROYED
53938

HOUSE PARTIALLY
DESTROYED
37525

DEATHS

306
INJURED

369

PUNJAB
CASUALTIES DAMAGES

HOUSE FULLY DESTROYED
36,477

HOUSE PARTIALLY DESTROYED
23,764 

CROP AREA AFFECTED
744,998

ROADS
896 KM 

DEATHS

191
INJURED

3858
LIVESTOCK

205,106
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PM Shehbaz Sharif

You have been extremely kind, generous and passionate you are a help to Pakistan and you will help the people of 
the country. Well, I told you that the great Human being Secretary General has spoken today language which is not 
only understood by people of  Pakistan but all those who have human heart were compassionate who have empathy 
and who have generous speaking from the core of  the heart and I am deeply touched by his message today by his 
statements today this is my first meeting with him but after having met him 
it seems that we have been together for many years. Thankyou very much General Secretary and I assure you 
whatever support we get from your institution and through your institution I give you my word of  honor along 
with all these ladies and gentlemen sitting on this table, Ministers, General officers, Government officials, ladies 
and gentlemen that every penny we get from you or from wherever we will spend it most transparently and in the 
interest of  the suffering humanity. Thankyou
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UN Secretary General

Thank you very much Honorable prime minister allow 
me first a few words to the Pakistani people and then to 
people all over the world. To the Pakistani people I am no 
stranger to Pakistan I have a love affair with your country 
since seventeen years ago when I started my functions 
as high commissioner for refugees and I have always 
witnessed your enormous generosity receiving at the 
moment more than six million afghan refugees protecting 
assisting them sharing your major resources with them 
and I have seen your generosity helping each other family 
helping family community helping community when I 
came in 2005 because of  the Earthquake and I came 
in 2010 because of  the floods and when I came later 
during the dramatic incursion of  terrorism around the 
swat Valley and further when they are close to Islamabad 
and Hundreds thousands of  people were displaced and 
I was there with them and so I know what it means for 
the Pakistani people this unprecedented natural disasters 
there is no memory of  anything similar to what has 
happened with the these impact of  climate Change 
on Pakistan and I want to reassure you that I will do 
everything possible to Mobilize international community 
to support your country and to support all of  you in these 
very dramatic situation in which beyond the numbers, the 
numbers are appalling but beyond the numbers I see the 
families that lost their loved ones I see the families that lost 
their houses I see the families that lost their crops I see the 
families that lost their crops they have lost their jobs and 
that are living desperate conditions at the present moment 
and I’ve seen the enormous effort of  response from civil 

servants, the government, from the army, from the NGOs, 
from the population in the extraordinary demonstration 
of  solidarity within the borders of  Pakistan 
but I want to say a few words to the international 
community Pakistan needs massive financial support 
to respond to these crises that have costed according 
to some estimates that I’ve heard today about thirty 
billion dollars and counting and that support is entirely 
necessary and it is not a matter of  solidarity it is a matter 
of  Justice. Pakistan has not contributed in a meaningful 
way to climate change. The level of  emissions of  this 
country is relatively low but Pakistan is one of  the most 
dramatically impacted countries by Climate change it is 
the frontline of  the impact of  the climate change and it is 
absolutely essential that these recognized by international 
community specially by those countries that have more 
contributed to climate change. That effective solidarity, 
effective justice is now shown by mobilizing massive 
support for relief, for rehabilitation, for reconstruction 
after the devastating impact of  the monsoon plus the 
accelerating melting of  glaciers and the same time this is 
the moment to say that we are heading into a disaster we 
have waged war on nature and nature is striking back in 
devastating way today in 
Pakistan tomorrow in any other countries and we need 
to stop the increase of  emissions and start reducing them 
now and at the same time we need to mobilize much 
more resources for those countries that need to build 
resilience it is what is called adaptation that need to create 
conditions to resist the impact of  the devastating disasters 
caused by climate change. And at the same 
time it is a matter of  justice to put seriously on the table in 
the next conference
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Samantha Power
Administrator of  the United States Agency
for International Development

The Administrator expressed her condolences for the loss of  life and tremendous hardship 
so many in Pakistan are facing right now. They discussed the ongoing friendship between 
the United States and Pakistan and ways that USAID can continue to assist Pakistani 
authorities in responding to the crisis in the short term and as they work to recover and 
rebuild.

Sheila Jackson Lee
Congresswoman, 18th Congressional District in the U.S.
House of  Representatives.

As far as the eye could see, I saw water; we were the first US delegation to visit the most 
devastating and deadly flooding in Pakistani history. A flood of  historic proportion, really a 
monster of  a disaster
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National Flood Response & 
Coordination Centre (NFRCC)

(17 Sep 2022)


































